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Abstract: One of the major tasks in maintaining software systems is understanding
how specific effects came to be. This is especially true for effects that cause major
harm, and especially challenging for causes that actively prevent discovery.
We introduce Malfor, a system that, for any reliably reproducible and observable

effect, isolates the processes that cause the effect. We apply Malfor to intrusion anal-
ysis—that is, understanding how an intruder gained access to a system—and come up
with cause-effect chains that describe how an attack came to be: “An attacker sent a
malicious request to the Web server, which gave him a local shell, by which he gained
administrator provileges via a security hole in Perl, and thus installed a new adminis-
trator account”.
Malfor works by experiments. First, we record the interaction of the system being

diagnosed. After the effect (the intrusion) has been detected, we replay the recorded
events in slightly different configurations to isolate the processes which were relevant
for the effect. While intrusion analysis is among the more spectacular uses of Malfor,
the underlying techniques can easily be generalized to arbitrary system behaviors.

1 Introduction

When a program fails, we have a great number of tools and techniques available that help
in understanding and fixing the failure. Today, the state of the art includes beneficial
techniques such as fully automated bug tracking and assignment, tools that capture and
replay a program’s interaction, as well as fully automatic techniques that need no more
than an automated test to come up with a precise diagnosis how the failure came to be and
where it should be fixed. (For a survey of these techniques, see [Zel05].)
Unfortunately, when a computer system fails, the cause for the failure may not necessarily
be confined to a single program. Frequently, it is the interplay of multiple programs and
processes that causes the problem. As we keep moving from programming in the small to
programming in the large, so must our diagnostic techniques be lifted from the program
level to the system level—in other words, we need to think about debugging in the large.

Diagnosing events at the system level is particularly important when system properties are
violated—for instance, when a security incident has taken place. As an example, think
of a situation where a system administrator realizes that the system’s password file is
compromised—the file contains a new account with administrator privileges which may
be used to gain unlimited system access (Figure 1). How did this intrusion come to be?
The problem of analyzing such security incidents is particularly challenging, because the
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root:H5WJ3R0Hi.aNQ:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash
nobody:*:65534:65534:nobody:/home:/bin/sh
sshd:!:100:65534::/var/run/sshd:/bin/false
user:unknown:456:100:Some User:/usr/someuser:/bin/bash
toor:31gJkafn50ltq:0:0:root:/:/bin/bash

Figure 1: The password file of a compromised Linux system. The account named toor (which is
root spelled backwards) has user ID 0 and group ID 0, which under Unix means that it is a system
administrator’s account. Having an account named toor on a system almost certainly means that it
is compromised. The encrypted passwords shown here are not real.

causes of the intrusion, the malicious programs, actively try to evade detection. This is
in contrast to ordinary failures which happen inadvertently and which usually leave traces
that may guide the analysis process.
In this paper, we will see such an attack in action, and we will also see how our system,
called Malfor (short for MALware FORensics) automatically analyzes such an incident
and thus helps answer these questions. Malfor’s diagnosis contains the entire cause-effect
chain of the incident, such as “An attacker sent a malicious GET request to the web server,
which gave him a shell. He then used a weakness in Perl to escalate his privileges and
used his escalated privileges to install a new system administrator account”.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We first show that current methods of
attack analysis are problematic (Section 2). We briefly review the core of the Malfor sys-
tem (Section 3). The ultimate test of a system like Malfor is to check its ability to analyze
complex, realistic attacks that exploit weaknesses, erase all traces and install backdoors.
We describe such an attack (Section 4) and the way Malfor analyzes it (Section 5). We
next discuss some related work (Section 6) and conclude with discussing usages beyond
security diagnoses and ideas for future work (Section 7).

2 Analyzing Attacks

When analyzing an attack, one of the first tasks is finding out which processes participated
in the attack and how they are related. If we do not have statistical information that can
help us classify and isolate malicious traffic [SEVS03, WS04], this must happen before
we can look for the input that caused the intrusion, the attack or infection vector. To find
these processes, we usually start from an observed failure of the security policy (such as a
compromised password file) and use log files or tools like The Coroner’s Toolkit [Far05]
to reason backwards to its causes (the malicious HTTP requests).
However, dealing exclusively with evidence after the fact severely limits even an expert’s
chances of reconstructing the event chain:

Completeness. The evidence might not be enough for the event chain to be reliably es-
tablished.

Minimality. The relevant evidence might be buried in a host of other evidence and may
thus be hard to see.

Correctness. Our reasoning (by human or machine) might be faulty, leading to wrong
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conclusions.

To alleviate these problems, we are exploring a novel approach with Malfor. In a typical
scenario, Malfor would be deployed on a production machine, capturing all attackable
processes. When the machine is attacked, a host intrusion detection system signals a
compromise and triggers Malfor’s replay component.
Instead of deducing after the fact what must have happened, Malfor experiments: in order
to learn which processes are necessary for the break-in to occur, we repeatedly replay
different process subsets using a capture and replay infrastructure that enables not only
verbatim replay, but replay under altered circumstances.
Malfor then finds the processes that were relevant for the attack and notifies a system
administrator, who can then complete the analysis with a much smaller body of relevant
evidence. This works without knowing the attack vector beforehand. When we introduced
Malfor, we evaluated the technique using an example and found that the extraction of three
relevant processes from a total of 32 processes took about six minutes.

3 How Malfor Works

How can we efficiently find those processes that are relevant for a break-in, possibly among
thousands? Malfor finds them in two phases. In the first phase, Malfor captures the system
calls of all interesting processes. As soon as the break-in is detected, Malfor stops cap-
turing and replays those processes (Section 3.1). However, simply replaying all captured
processes yields no insights because it will recreate both relevant and irrelevant processes.
If we want to find which processes were actually relevant for an intrusion, we need to be
able to make experiments to minimize the process set (Section 3.2).

3.1 Capture And Replay

In order to capture and replay processes, Malfor uses a subsystem called Solipsy (see Fig-
ure 2) to capture and replay system calls. System calls are services offered by the operating
system to processes and are accessed by using a software interrupt to execute code inside
the kernel. System calls are a process’s only link to the outside world: everything that
the process wants done outside of its own address space must be accomplished by system
calls. Faithfully replaying a process’s system calls will replay that process’s execution.
In order to capture a process’s system calls, we intercept it inside the operating system by
modifying the system call table, a data structure inside the operating system that contains
a function pointer for every system call. This technique is called system-call interposition.
By modifying the system call table, we cause our own routines to be executed before the
original system call handler. Our routines collect the system call’s parameters, call the
original handler and make both the parameters and the result available through a device
(usually called /dev/iocap). This device is read by a user-space process called the capture
daemon, which in turn puts the system call name, the parameters, the system call’s result
and other information into database.
During replay, the whole process is similar, except that the user-space process (now called
the replay daemon) is consulted before the original system call handler is called. One may
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Figure 2: Architecture of Solipsy. Malfor’s capture and replay component. A process’s system
calls are intercepted. During capturing, they are recorded in a database and on replay, they may be
retrieved from that database and the previous result returned to the process. The decision whether
to use the previously recorded system call or whether to actually execute it is made by the policy
engine. The captured or replayed process’s actions are shown in white on a dark background; original
operating system components are shown in black on a white background; and Solipsy components
are shown in black on a gray background.

not want to replay some system calls from the database: some are difficult if not impossible
to replay (such as fork, which creates new processes, or brk, which allocates newmemory);
others one may want to execute precisely because one might want to see their side effects,
such as when a file is created on the local file system. The decision of whether to replay
or to execute a system call is made on an individual basis by a policy engine. For every
system call, the policy engine needs to choose between three alternatives:

• Execute the system call. In this case, the original system call handler is called and
the previous result in the database is discarded.

• Replay the system call. In this case, the original system call handler is not called.
Instead, the previously recorded result from the database is used as its return value.

• Execute, but terminate at next call. This works just like the first alternative (execute),
but marks the process for termination at its next system call. This is needed to replay
process subsets (see below).

The last alternative is necessary if we want to prevent a process from being replayed,
but without returning an error to its parent process: when a process calls fork, and if we
determine that we do not want to replay the child process, we let the parent process execute
the fork call, but terminate the child at its next system call by calling exit from within the
kernel. As the process’s exit status, we return the same exit status the process had during
capturing.
One effect of these policy decisions is that file descriptor numbers may be different in the
kernel and in the application: if we choose to replay socket-related I/O, for instance, the
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kernel won’t know about the process’s socket file descriptors. Also, process identifiers are
usually different from their values during capturing. For this reason, file descriptors and
process identifiers are mapped between the operating system and the application.

3.2 Process Set Minimization

Now that we have seen how Malfor captures and replays processes, we now turn to the
problem of minimizing the resultant process set so that the minimized set contains only
processes that are relevant for the intrusion.
For example, if we want to check whether the inetd process was relevant for the attack
or not, we would like to replay the attack without the inetd process. If the attack still
succeeds, we have experimental and incontrovertible evidence that inetd was indeed not
relevant. If the attack now fails, it must have been necessary for the attack.
If we can capture and replay the processes in a system so that we can control which pro-
cesses will be executed and which will not, we want to find a minimal process set that is
necessary for the intrusion. If there are n processes, this would take on the order of 2n

replays in the worst case, so we are willing to settle for a process subset that is small but
not necessarily minimal, if we can only compute it with less replays.
This problem is solved by Delta Debugging, a technique that originated in automated
debugging and test support. Delta debugging repeatedly runs various process subsets and
uses a test function that yields ✔ (successful termination, no break-in), ✘ (the break-in
occurred) or (something unexpected happened). These results drive a strategy that finds
a small subset of processes that make the break-in happen, but where removing any single
process from that subset causes the break-in not to happen any more. (Details of the
approach can be found in [Zel02, HZ02].)
Delta debugging is a variant of binary search: it halves the process set and tries each half
separately. However, complications arise because the relevant processes need not all be in
one half, which makes delta debugging somewhat more complicated than straightforward
binary search. In contrast to other methods in the same general area such as slicing [Tip94],
which use deduction, delta debugging uses experiments to arrive at its conclusions: it
actually tries various subsets of processes and lets the outcome of the test function drive
its strategy. It does not necessarily find the smallest process subset that causes the failure,
but in practice we find that results from delta debugging are close to optimal. In addition,
delta debugging is not restricted to source code analysis.
Delta debugging is a practical method. It has already been used successfully to automat-
ically find defects in programs as large as the GNU C Compiler [CZ05]. Its worst case
running time is O(n2) if there are n processes and executing a process takes unit time, but
it usually finishes in O(n log n) time.
We emphasize that Malfor’s result does not only contain the root cause of the attack, but all
intermediate attack-relevant processes too. So if an attack involves a long chain of events,
Malfor will produce all the intermediate steps that are needed to reproduce the attack.
One concern is that a process could not exhibit its original behavior during replay because
it took a different control path. For example, what if a process launches an attack only
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upon the existence of certain files, or a successful challenge-response authentication with
a remote server? In these cases, the process must have made system calls that caused these
actions to be performed. Malfor then captures these system calls and replays them. For
example, if a process creates a random challenge as part of the challenge-response proto-
col, it will have to issue system calls to do so (for example, in order to read /dev/random).
When we replay the process, we also replay these system calls, so we will have recreated
the state of the process as it was when it made the original challenge-response authenti-
cation and the computed challenge will be the same in both cases. In the case of files on
the local file system, Malfor actually executes the system calls; in the case of a remote
challenge-response authentication, it replays a previously recorded conversation.
To our knowledge, Malfor is unique; no other system uses automatic experiments to find
the causes of a system-wide effect.

4 A Complex Attack

We already showed that Malfor can analyze a realistic, albeit simple attack [NZ06]. The
question was then, can Malfor handle a complex attack with multiple stages and processes
that erase traces? We have implemented such an attack.
Most attacks, including ours, work according to a fixed scheme:

1. Gain access to the machine by exploiting a flaw in a network program. This results in
the attacker being able to execute any command on the machine, but with restricted
rights—usually those of the owner of the exploited network program.

2. Using the ability to launch commands, download additional malcode.
3. Using this downloaded malcode, exploit a flaw in a local program or process to gain
system administrator privileges. This enables the attacker to modify any file on the
system, to launch or kill any process, and to install software—even if that is usually
not possible for ordinary users.

4. Armed with system administrator privileges, install a backdoor. The purpose of this
backdoor is to allow the attacker to regain root privileges even when the flaws that
were exploited in steps 1 and 3 are eventually fixed.

5. Remove as many traces of the attack as possible and as permanently as possible.

Our target machine is running a subset of Debian 3.0 on a Linux 2.4.24 kernel. We have
installed Apache httpd 2.0.54 together with version 1.2.2 of mod auth any, a module
that uses a configuration file to launch authentication programs. We have also installed
Perl 5.8.4. The attacker knows that:

• The 1.2.2 version of mod auth any contained a shell code insertion flaw by which
it is possible to execute arbitrary shell commands as the user that Apache runs as
(usually www-data);

• Perl 5.8.4 had a buffer overflow bug in its suidperl component that allowed the cre-
ation of files in arbitrary places through clever manipulation of the PERLIO DEBUG
environment variable. These files are writable by anyone. This is particularly ironic
since suidperl is touted as a safe alternative to suid shell scripts and C programs.
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Figure 3: A graphical depiction of the attack described in the text. The attack proceeds in the usual
phases: download malcode, run malcode, escalate privileges, install backdoor, erase traces.

• If one could manipulate the /etc/ld.so.preload file, one can insert code that preëmpts
system calls like getuid().

• If one can convince the /bin/su program that one is already the superuser—for exam-
ple by pre-empting getuid() to always return zero—, suwill not ask for the superuser
password before executing an arbitrary command as root.

The attack now proceeds along the steps outlined above: download malcode, run malcode,
escalate privileges, install backdoor, erase traces (see Figure 3).

1. Use the flaw in mod auth any to download ex perl.c. Do this in chunks so that the
download can be spread over multiple HTTP requests. (This is designed to foil
behaviour-based intrusion detection systems.) Use the same flaw to launch the C
compiler to compile the malcode into ex perl.

2. Using the same flaw, download attack mod.o, a precompiled loadable kernel module
(LKM).

3. Using the same flaw, execute ex perl. This program will first of all compile a
C file that contains the source to a fake getuid() function into a shared library
/tmp/getuid.so. That fake getuid() function will always return 0, thereby suggest-
ing that the caller is always the superuser.

4. Next, ex perl will execute suidperl using a specially prepared PERLIO DEBUG en-
vironment variable.

5. This will cause the file /etc/ld.so.preload to have write permissions for everyone.
6. Now that the process can write to the preload file, it will install /tmp/getuid.so into

/etc/ld.so.preload. The effect is that every command that executes getuid() will get
0 as the result, thinking that the process has root privileges. The remainder of the
attack is executed in a separate shell script by /bin/su.

7. Install the LKM downloaded above. This step could have been done together with
the previous step but the intention here is to spread the attack out over multiple steps
in order to make detection and analysis more difficult.
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Figure 4: The process tree induced by the attack described in the text. Rectangular nodes are pro-
cesses that execute a program, oval nodes are processes that may create other processes, but that do
not execute other programs. To the left is the invocation of Apache. In the center is the Apache
daemon. The regular structure that covers most of the circle represents downloading the various
source files. The irregular structures on the right represent the rest of the attack.

8. The LKM modifies the password file and installs a new system administrator ac-
count.

9. Lastly, the kernel module is unloaded and all temporary files erased.

At this point, one might wonder why we take what appears to be an unnecessarily awkward
route to our goal of adding another account. Why do we go to all the trouble to install a
LKM once we have superuser privileges? Why don’t we just modify the password file
straightaway? The rason is that we wish to elude not only potential host-based intrusion
detection systems (including those that analyze the system calls that are being made by
processes), but also those systems that analyze attacks by looking at a process’s system
calls, such as Backtracker [KC03]: if we had modified the password file directly, we would
have had to issue a system call to open the password file, which would be clearly visible in
the process’s stream of system calls. Installing the LKM allows us to open the password
file from within the kernel, without issuing a system call.
The attack generates a process tree containing 168 processes (see Figure 4). Most of these
processes are concerned with downloading the various source files. For technical reasons,
every process spawned through the hole in mod auth any generates two processes that run
/bin/true. The /bin/true program does nothing but exit successfully; it has no side effects.
Those processes executing this program are therefore irrelevant for the attack: if it were
possible for an attacker to forego the creation of these processes, the attack would still
succeed.
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5 Malfor’s Analysis

All the system administrator sees is the modified password file. For him, the system is
compromised only after Step 9 above. How does Malfor reconstruct the chain of events?
Malfor considers the set of all 168 processes and applies delta debugging to those pro-
cesses (see Figure 5). After we have replayed a process subset, three outcomes can occur:

• The attack manifests itself (✘): the password file has been modified and the new
system administrator account has been added. All processes that were necessary for
the attack are therefore included in the subset. On a ✘ outcome, delta debugging
knows that those processes not included in the process subset must be irrelevant to
the attack: after all, the attack has succeeded even without those processes.

• The attack does not manifest itself (✔). Not all processes that were necessary for the
attack are included in the subset. When the outcome is✔, we know that the process
set does not contain all relevant processes. We therefore need to include some of
those processes that are currently being excluded.

• The proposed process subset is impossible to replay because it contains nodes whose
parent is not included ( ). Note that runs do not take much time because they are
detected before replay is attempted.

All in all, delta debugging executes 1330 tests of which 56 fail and 1274 pass; an additional
1220 tests yield invalid process trees. These tests contain on the average 117 processes.
From the 168 processes, Malfor correctly identifies those 96 processes that do not run
/bin/true as culprits and tags as irrelevant the remaining 72.
On a typical system, and with a typical attack, we would record thousands of processes,
only a small fraction of which would be relevant. These are circumstances under which
delta debugging works particularly well [HZ02]. However, this attack is designed to be
very difficult for delta debugging to analyze: the proportion of relevant processes is high,
and the relevant processes are not bunched up together, but rather spread out evenly.

6 Related Work

Our contribution over our earlier paper [NZ06] is to demonstrate that Malfor not only
works on small examples that were specially written to be analyzed, but also on realistic,
large, complicated and multi-stage attacks that cannot today be analyzed by any other
automatic method. We thus demonstrate that system-level automatic debugging is feasible.
There are a number of tools that enable deterministic replay debugging. One of the first
proposals for a deterministic replay debugging system was Flight Data Recorder [XBH03].
Flight Data Recorder is geared at replaying an entire multiprocessor system faithfully. It
works by checkpointing the system and recording race-relevant information that would be
needed to allow faithful replay from the last checkpoint. To record this information, it
needs some extra hardware. Flight Data Recorder itself does not replay; this is left to other
programs like InstantReplay [LMC87].
Since Flight Data Recorder, a number of other deterministic replay systems have been pro-
posed. All these systems were designed to facilitate or enable deterministic replay, that is,
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Figure 5: Delta debugging the process tree in Figure 4. On the x-axis are the processes arranged in
order of increasing process IDs. A process is shown in a dark color if it is included in the set that
delta debugging tests, and it is shown light-colored if it is excluded. One unit on the y axis represents
one execution of a process subset. Time passes from the top of the page to the bottom as Malfor
tries 1330 tests. A test that results in ✘ is shown with a horizontal line at the side; all other tests
shown are✔. We can see how delta debugging systematically eliminates processes: the black stripes
running down the page represent processes that have been permanently excluded from consideration
by a failing test. Delta debugging tries many more test cases than are shown here. However, these
test cases result in impossible process sets—sets where processes are included whose parent process
is not included. Malfor automatically skips these tests.
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replaying the exact sequence of instructions that were executed previously. Malfor makes
no claim of determinism. In fact, the whole point of Malfor is to change the execution
flow of the participating processes to see whether the intrusion still occurs. When the re-
played process’s control flow changes, the whole notion of “deterministic” replay becomes
problematic because the changed run cannot be compared to any previous run.
King and others used ReVirt [DKC+02] to develop Backtracker, a system that builds a
graph of dependencies between events such as process creation, I/O, or file deletion and
uses these dependencies for break-in analysis [KC03]. For example, if Backtracker wants
to find the cause for a modification of the file /etc/passwd, it will look through its depen-
dence graph, find the process P that last modified the file and will then recursively find all
events and processes that could have influenced P . An inherent limitation of Backtracker
is that it cannot find effects whose cause does not appear in the dependency graph. In
particular, it cannot analyze our attack because the crucial modification of the password
file is done from within the kernel and not from a user-space process.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have introduced Malfor, a system that uses a new experiment-based approach to iso-
late the processes that cause a system failure. Malfor produces results that are complete,
minimal, and correct because the processes it finds—and only these processes—have been
experimentally shown to be relevant. We have shown how Malfor analyzes an attack that
defies all other current methods of automatic attack analysis.
In the future, we plan to extend Malfor in several ways. These extensions include:

Optimizing the minimization process. If we assume that no process undoes the actions
done by a previous process, we can speed up delta debugging dramatically: We
find the earliest relevant process by straightforward binary search, then find the next
relevant process by binary search and so on. Instead of O(n2), this process will have
a complexity of O(k log n), where k is the number of relevant processes.

Analyzing distributed attacks. At the moment, we analyze break-ins that happen on a
single computer. Many important systems today are distributed, however, and inci-
dent analysis on distributed systems is a relevant problem. This work will make use
of results derived by Mattern and others [Mat99, MS94] to find events that cannot
be the cause of the break-in because they happen concurrently with it. It is easier to
find concurrent events in a distributed system than on a single machine, so it could
turn out that finding causes of break-ins is easier in distributed systems.

Large software systems. Processes and process interaction are just one mechanism to
split a system into multiple components. The underlying techniques of Malfor—that
is, capturing, replaying, and isolating interaction—can easily be applied to arbitrary
software systems. We are currently applying Malfor’s techniques to isolate compo-
nent interaction in Java programs; first results are highly promising [OJBZ06].

Again, Malfor is not limited to finding the causes of attacks; in fact, it has no concept
of an attack. All it does it makes experiments and look at their outcomes. Therefore,
Malfor can be used to diagnose any effect that can be reliably reproduced and detected,
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thus effectively raising fault diagnosis from programs to entire systems of programs—and
thus providing a means for understanding and fixing the problems of these systems.
Malfor news is located at http://www.st.cs.uni-sb.de/malfor/
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